
U.S. Local Video: Vendor Profiles 

Summary: As part of The Kelsey Group’s U.S. 
Local Video Forecast package, we have inter-
viewed a representative sample of local video 
producers. As explained in the Advisory “U.S. 
Local Video: Market Overview and Outlook,” 
these represent a growing crop of technology-
driven video producers that specifically target 
small and medium-sized businesses for local 
advertising. Internet Yellow Pages, as important 
sales channel and online distribution sources 
for local video, are increasingly working with 
these players and testing their products, price 
points and ability to create quality SMB video 
ad clips. Their ability to scale to the sales levels 
projected in TKG’s forecast (see “U.S. Local 
Video Forecast: Market Projection Data”) will 
also be an important proof point. Each has a 

unique combination of services along the slid-
ing scale of price and personalization. As indus-
try standards materialize over the next 18 to 24 
months, the ability to execute and adapt will be 
key to their success. This Advisory features 10 
companies that are representative of this grow-
ing segment. 

This Advisory is one component of TKG’s four-
part video forecast bundle. More information is 
available in the following documents:

 “U.S. Local Video Forecast: Market Over-
view and Outlook” 

 “U.S. Local Video Forecast: Market Pro-
jection Data”

 “U.S. Local Video: User Data” 

Adfare 
Adfare has joined the growing list of companies 
looking to work with Yellow Pages publishers to 
tap the sizable opportunity of video-enabling their 
advertisers. According to Kelsey Group data, there 
are 3 million small and medium-sized business Yellow 
Pages advertisers in the United States. 

The Newbury Park, California-based company isn’t 
new to SMB advertising. To date it has primarily worked 
with newspapers and has seen positive reception among 
auto dealers and classified advertisers that want to take 
advantage of the falling cost and production time 
barriers of video advertising online. Partners include 
The Washington Post, Los Angeles Times and other 

top U.S. newspapers. Adfare was founded in 2000 and 
began its Yellow Pages effort this year. 

“Adfare is well established in the newspaper 
community,” says Director of Business Development 
Frank Rocco. “That’s our biggest market at the moment, 
and that’s growing with demand from classifieds and auto 
dealers. It’s the same local market essentially, but [with] 
different purposes, so it’s a natural progression for us to 
take the same skills and just open it to Yellow Pages.”

Video could indeed be a medium that applies across 
local SMB verticals, compared with other forms of 
print and online advertising where certain categories 
have more or less gravitated toward newspapers (i.e., 
autos) or Yellow Pages (service industries).

Analyst: Michael Boland     Document: Advisory #08-14
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The company brought Rocco, formerly of EZ Show, 
on board to build relationships with the Yellow Pages 
channel. He has already formed overseas Yellow Pages 
connections that will bear fruit in a few upcoming 
announcements.

Adfare continues to work on the U.S. market, which 
is quickly scaling up its video efforts. As this happens, it 
will be an opportune time for video vendors to supply 
the local video campaign fulfillment. One of the issues 
will be growing pains, as IYPs hammer out the kinks in 
working with advertisers and vendors.

“There are lots of vendors in the space right now, and 
they’re going through some learning experiences working 
with IYPs,” says Robyn Rose, vice president of marketing 
of Superpages.com, Idearc Media’s IYP. “They all need 
the ability to scale fast to support all of us [IYPs].”

Adfare’s platform includes montage-style video (using 
photos of a business), stock footage and a hybrid style 
that involves both. Products are available at a range of 
price points less than $300, which includes 12 months 
of hosting by Adfare. It can also do on-site documentary-
style videos (a la TurnHere), which it outsources.

At present IYPs work mostly with the higher end 
documentary-style videos for SMBs, but as they evolve, 
they will fill out the product set with a variety of price 
points and styles. Not only will this appeal to a wide 
range of SMB budgets, but it will also enable more 
creative diversity — so all SMB videos won’t end up 
looking the same.

As a result, each vendor’s product line will expand. 
We’ve seen this happen with Spot Runner and TurnHere, 
with PixelFish the likely candidate for an award for most 
varied product line so far. Adfare will likewise look to 

expand its capabilities for wider appeal, including more 
direct (in-house) documentary capability.

It’s also working on features such as the calls to action 
that are gaining popularity among vendors — led by 
Mixpo and closely followed by a few other players such 
as AgendiZe.

“As this space develops, it’s going to be about 
separating yourself from the next guy on the block, 
says Rocco, “so this is going to include lots of bells and 
whistles, such as having a Web address in the video that 
you can go in and click on as the video plays.”

ELocal Listing
Search engines are pushing the universal search 
movement to evolve results into a multimedia-rich 
blend of images, maps, local and video. 

As a result, search engine algorithms will look more 
favorably on video content for the top spots on their 
result pages, meaning the opportunity for exposure 
increases for any video producer that is on top of its 
search engine optimization game. Combine this with 
the dearth of optimized local video, and there is some 
prime real estate for the picking.

For local advertisers, video represents a way to 
optimize their way into top spots in Google that are 
traditionally impossible to get because of popularity or 
bid pressure. Since some prime spots will be “saved” for 
video, optimized clips can essentially find a secret side 
door into the top rankings.

ELocal Listing, a Temecula, California-based local 
Internet marketing company, has recently joined the 



growing wave of companies that offer video advertising 
to SMBs. With SEO baked into its DNA, eLocal Listing 
has taken all the aforementioned realities to heart.

The company has also guessed correctly that the 
majority of SMBs aren’t willing or able to shoot a video 
ad, convert it to a digital format, upload it to YouTube, and 
build a corresponding landing page with optimized meta-
tags and site copy. So it has stepped in to play this role.

ELocal Listing primarily targets SMBs by offering not 
only video, but also a way to get online in the first place. It 
specifically caters to businesses that don’t have Web sites 
— a sizable segment and the one most likely to need help 
getting video shot, edited, uploaded and optimized.

“Since a majority of our small-business advertisers 
don’t have a Web site, clicks can be meaningless to them, 
so we drive phone calls,” says Tim Judd, president and 
chief executive officer of eLocal Listing. Judd  added that 
the company is using call tracking numbers to do so.

The price tag is also designed to be SMB friendly: 
The landing page is $99, and the monthly fee to get 
placed in Google and Yahoo! is $159. These fees are 
comparable to those of local SEM and SEO services 
like LocalLaunch, Marchex and ReachLocal.

But eLocal Listing’s new video offering sets it apart 
from other SEM/SEO providers and is essentially a free 
add-on at the existing price point. The idea is that these 
videos, in addition to the landing pages, surface in local 
search results.

“We’ve had top results in Google within three days of 
creating and submitting the video,” says Steve Espinosa, 
director of product development. “These are terms 
such as ‘painting in Columbus, Ohio,’ or ‘photographer 
in Sacramento.’ These aren’t small cities.”

So what are some of eLocal Listing’s video SEO 
tactics? One example, Espinosa says, is to place the 
video on an SMB landing page linked to the same video 
that has been uploaded to YouTube. When Google sees 
that the copy and tags surrounding the video are the 
same as the corresponding video on YouTube, it will 
rank the video (and the SMB landing page) highly as 
part of its general favorability of YouTube content.

The video creation process is similar to Spot Runner’s 
in that the advertiser picks an ad from a selection of 
stock footage specific to its business category. The video 
is then customized with the company’s information, 
photographs and an end card. This is similar to the 
video solution offered by Mixpo, although the latter 
offers SMBs more advanced customization options.

“You pick a video you like, and we’ll assemble it with 
the information you want shown at the end, add the 
music, and then it becomes part of your online profile,” 
says Judd.

The company rolled out with about 1,000 videos in 
20 categories, and its goal is to eventually have tens of 
thousands of videos in a couple of hundred categories 
(it also allows advertisers to use existing creative, if they 
have it). Over time, it hopes to see some viral marketing 
advantages as the videos show up in top spots in Google 
and Yahoo! results and carry its watermark.

This viral distribution and SEO strategy is a double-
edged sword, according to Espinosa. Though the 
universal search movement presents opportunities to 
get video into top spots in major search engines, the 
rapid evolution of these search algorithms requires 
constant modification and a strong knowledge of SEO.

“Our content syndication strategy and our profile 
pages have changed three times in the past two quarters 
to adapt to how Google and Yahoo! read and establish 
authoritative documents for their algorithms,” says 
Espinosa. “It’s constantly evolving, and our strategy has 
to constantly evolve along with it.”

Jivox
Self-serve video ad provider Jivox lets advertisers create 
short ads using stock video. This includes ad creation 
and reporting dashboards and the ability to customize 
ads from a bucket of stock footage that is specific to 
certain category businesses. 

Ad production is one part of the formula. Equally 
important is distribution; where do the videos “live” 
and how well are they targeted to local searchers? To 
answer this question the company has established a 
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growing ad network where videos (mostly pre-roll and 
mid-roll) can be targeted with geographic, contextual 
and demographic relevance, according to CEO 
Diaz Nesamoney (formerly behind Informatica and 
Celequest). Nesamoney founded the company in 2007. 
Jivox is headquartered in San Mateo, California, with 
offices in Bangalore and Delhi in India. 

Ad creation is free and then advertisers pay on a pay-
for-performance basis for ad placement throughout 
this network, which claims 40 million unique visitors. 
This network grew in early June to include WorldNow, 
ExpoTV and AOL India, in conjunction with a $10 
million funding round. 

But unlike some other local video vendors, including 
Mixpo, QuickPro Video and TurnHere, Jivox hasn’t 
yet endeavored to work with Yellow Pages publishers as 
distribution and sales channel partners. 

This could change, according to Nesamoney, who 
acknowledges the scale that can be gained through 
Yellow Pages reseller channels and the quality inventory 
held by well-traveled IYPs. 

Without this distribution channel, the company 
doesn’t take advantage of local video’s true value to 
users. When served in an IYP environment, video adds 
context and color to business profiles and makes buying 
decisions easier. 

When distributed throughout an ad network, 
conversely, the videos might be contextually and 
geographically relevant, but they aren’t served at the 
point where someone has done a specific local search 
for a certain type of business (a la IYP).

With the self-service model, the company could also 
face the same challenge as paid search: The addressable 
market of advertisers that self provision is only so big. 

This is another advantage of video vendors that work 
with IYPs — they can grow on the backs of the all-
important local sales channel. On the other hand, Jivox 
has advantages in working with larger advertisers, and 
its model isn’t confined to local.

IYPs are stepping up their video sales efforts, meaning 
there will be lots of business for video producers. IYPs 
also wish to work with multiple vendors to provide 
choice and to have creative diversity, so all videos don’t 
end up looking the same. With the video assets Jivox 
has built, we could see it begin to work with IYPs in 
addition to the ad network approach. 

Mixpo
An all too common practice among SMBs is to drop a 
few thousand dollars on the production of a video and 
then leave it untended on a low traffic, under-optimized 
Web site or landing page — or worse yet, let it sit on a 
DVD or VHS, never to be seen again. Mixpo’s goal is 
to help SMBs obtain ongoing, measurable results from 
their online video advertising investments.   

Founded in 2005, Mixpo has raised $6.5 million from 
Seattle-based Madrona Venture Group, the Working 
Opportunity Fund (managed by GrowthWorks Capital), 
Yaletown Venture Partners, SpringBank TechVentures 
and private investors. The company is headquartered in 
Seattle, with offices in Victoria, British Columbia. At 
Mixpo’s helm is President and CEO Anupam Gupta, 
former director of product management, online services, 
for Microsoft.

According to Gupta, the end game for small-business 
video isn’t just distributing content. Rather, it is getting 
customers to convert and report those conversions. The 
company hopes this type of measurability will boost the 
appeal of online video and take advantage of the direct 
response medium on which the content is delivered.

“Maybe 12 percent of video viewers are asking for 
more information,” estimates Gupta. The low follow-
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through, he says, is due to the lack of calls to action. It is 
also the result of small businesses not having the means 
to measure whether any of it is effective.

Mixpo wants to focus on both aspects for small 
businesses. Its goal is to facilitate leads from views of 
the videos with built-in triggers for the video player. 
For instance, companies can add e-mail contact forms, 
embedded URLs and clickable phone numbers. 
Mixpo is also concentrating on video search engine 
optimization, or vSEO.

“VSEO is very different than text SEO,” says Gupta. 
“We’re indexing all the video, creating landing pages 
and sending them to all the search engines. Every video 
ad is optimized for universal search. And we’re mapping 
where all the views are coming from.”

Mixpo also considers the context in which the 
video ad is placed. This can include placement on 
a Web site, in an e-mail or on a search results page. 
What the message is and how it plays in each of these 
formats is important.

One practice, for example, is setting a video to play 
automatically when a site opens but allowing users to 
turn on the audio if they are interested. The thought is 
that this gets higher clickthrough rates without being 
obtrusive to the viewer.

The quality of the video is also amplified using Adobe 
Flex — an extension of Flash — with higher video 
streaming rates and a “playlist.” This allows businesses 
to easily change elements of the ad without having to 
take down and re-embed the video.

A Valentine’s Day promotion, for example, can be 
added to a florist’s video ad Feb. 13 and taken down on 
the 15th. SMBs typically don’t add and delete videos 
on their sites because they have to pay video editors 
and/or webmasters for every change.

Gupta adds that Mixpo is primarily focused on 
working with marketing agencies and lead generators 
to resell the services to SMBs.

“We are finding our solution is a perfect complement 
to the marketing an SMB is already doing online,” he 

says. “They want a solution that can be easily integrated 
into what they are doing, [to] repurpose existing content 
to the extent possible and be 100 percent measurable.”

In April Mixpo took ease of use and measurability 
to a new level by launching an all-in-one platform 
for production, editing and tracking/analytics. The 
production dashboard has drag-and-drop functionality 
for ad creative, including existing still images and a 
library of stock footage. It also lets advertisers build and 
customize Mixpo’s signature call-to-action overlays.

The new platform includes an ad rotation tool 
for A-B testing with different variables, as well as an 
automatically generated landing page for each ad. It 
gives the video content a place to live that is optimized 
for video search and is valuable for companies that have 
a subpar (or no) Web site. Lastly, Mixpo has bundled in 
reporting tools to enable companies to track their video 
ads — whether on their own sites or distributed.

Mixpo works with a range of local and vertical 
customers, including real estate brokers, travel and tourism 
companies, resorts, condo developers, and auto dealers.

Real estate has been a particularly strong vertical 
because of its visually oriented products as well as its 
advertisers’ pressure for leads, high-margin items and 
aggressive personalities — all of which make them more 
likely to be early adopters of new marketing tactics.

In tandem with the launch of its new platform, 
Mixpo also announced a series of real estate 
partnerships. Most notably, ActiveRain will integrate 
Mixpo’s platform into its real estate social network. 
The partnership gives Mixpo access to 80,000 real 
estate professionals — a qualified, self-selected 
sample whose ActiveRain membership indicates early 
adopter/technically astute status.

The company’s other new partners are Miller 
Condominium Marketing, a Seattle-based real estate 
marketing firm, and Realogics/UrbanCondominiums.
com, which will work with Mixpo to showcase Seattle 
and Bellevue’s real estate fundamentals and select 
properties.
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While real estate has proved to be a strong vertical 
for Mixpo, the company maintains it will target most 
other verticals. The versatility of the platform suggests 
it will be salable as such.

PixelFish
In the growing local online video field, Torrance, 
California-based PixelFish seeks to set itself apart by 
offering SMBs more choices.

John McIntyre, the company’s founder and CEO, 
previously launched Web hosting company Affinity 
Internet, which was acquired by Hostway last year. His 
goal with PixelFish was to take the democratization 
of Web site hosting and development behind Affinity 
and apply it to online video. Since the company’s 
2006 launch, the overall online video space, and 
local in particular, has followed this trend.

Video advertising, traditionally reserved for big 
businesses, has come within the grasp of SMBs with 
cheaper production technologies, online distribution, 
broadband penetration and killer apps such as 
YouTube. As a result, viewers have come to expect 
video in their search experiences, advertiser demand 
has increased, and local search sites’ integration of 
video has accelerated.

The competitive advantage of PixelFish is the 
variety of video styles and formats it offers SMBs. 
Businesses can choose from everything from low-
cost stock footage to montage (pan and scan), to 
documentary style, to a classic style involving scripts 
and a mix of formats. For the more involved projects, 
it has a network of 1,500 outsourced videographers 
that give it a national reach.

The range of businesses in the SMB marketplace 

makes the variety PixelFish offers a competitive 
advantage. Not only does it cater to different budgetary 
constraints across the market (PixelFish’s production 
fee ranges from several hundred to a few thousand 
dollars), but Director of Business Development Dave 
Brewer also contends that different categories tend to 
lean toward different video styles.

Restaurants, for example, prefer the documentary 
style for the obvious reason that a camera on-site can 
capture ambience and food better than stock footage. 
Lawyers like it as well because they’re comfortable in 
front of the camera, and they want to instill a certain 
degree of trust or personality in their advertising.

The popularity of the documentary style among these 
categories has caused IYPs to focus on vendors that 
specialize in it. Competitor TurnHere, for example, has 
made a number of reseller agreements with U.S. IYPs, 
including Superpages and Yellowpages.com.

But some categories — for lead valuation and stylistic 
reasons — prefer other formats.

“We worked with an exterminator whose business 
location was nothing but a dirty office and a garage 
full of insecticide cans,” says Brewer, “so we instead got 
creative and decided to build his ad around customer 
testimonials.”

PixelFish is also diversified in its distribution 
plan. It currently works with a number of channels 
such as Google Video and Yahoo! Video, and such 
opportunities are growing. With the trend toward 
universal search, search engine algorithms increasingly 
favor video content in their result pages. It can thus be 
used as a hook to attract search engine crawlers and 
drive traffic to landing pages.

Because of the challenges of addressing a large, 
fragmented SMB marketplace, PixelFish is pushing 
hard to build out relationships with IYPs and other 
channels, and it is close to finishing a deal with at least 
one undisclosed player. It also plans to work with trade 
groups, national chains and local chambers of commerce 
that can endorse its services to local members.
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Distribution will round out PixelFish’s value 
proposition, which is now mostly grounded in a 
comprehensive production service and platform. 
The company is in a position similar to where 
TurnHere was about a year ago, with a well-received 
video production product that hasn’t yet reached its 
distribution potential.

The past year has been a busy one for TurnHere, and 
the next could be equally productive for PixelFish based 
on its distribution ambitions. It could also have the 
wind at its back in terms of growing user and advertiser 
demand for online video and, more importantly, 
IYP adoption of a more comprehensive mix of video 
production styles.

The fledgling company has already received several 
production quality accolades, including highest 
honors at the 2007 Telly Awards (best local, regional 
and cable television commercials and programs) and 
2007 Communicator Awards (international creative 
excellence).

QuickPro Video
QuickPro Video, formerly known as Denver MultiMedia, 
has a number of IYP offerings in the field, where it 
competes against vendors such as Adfare and TurnHere. 
The Denver-based company, which was founded in 
1995, has signed deals to provide videos on a national 
basis with Superpages, and it has conducted tests with 
AT&T’s Yellowpages.com and Yellowbook.com.

Though video vendors might seem pretty much the 
same from afar, they vary based on costs, length of site 
visits, whether they incorporate stock footage, and the 
extent to which they work with advertisers on extras, 
such as search engine distribution.

Bob Kennedy, QuickPro’s president and CEO, who 

has extensive experience in the infomercial business, 
argues that there is more to building a unique video 
production network than meets the eye. 

Like TurnHere and others, QuickPro has also 
been aggregating a national network of high-quality 
videographers who must submit expert quality 
videos before they receive training for standardized 
performance levels.

Wedding videographers are ideal recruits to the 
QuickPro network, says Kennedy, because they are 
used to working with lots of different light levels and 
tend to have high-quality cameras. 

Roughly 15 percent to 20 percent of QuickPro’s 
videographers are wedding professionals. Others are 
agency moonlighters, and some are recent college 
graduates. But they must be pros. For instance, 
QuickPro doesn’t consider videographers seeking to 
submit music and home videos.

For now, Kennedy says he has been doing well 
working with resellers. But the company intends to 
add to its product offerings in a few months with a 
direct model that will include a host of solutions for 
small businesses, including the ability to distribute on 
multiple platforms for one price. 

Currently, advertisers need to pay a premium to 
own the copyright, which would let them place their 
videos on multiple platforms at will. This is clearly 
the direction in which online video is moving. The 
company also has a deal in place with Mixpo to provide 
the latter’s call-to-action features on QuickPro videos. 
Its reseller prices typically end up in the $1,500 to 
$2,000 range.

Radio is another channel QuickPro has pursued. 
Radio has virtually been a non-starter for local online 
sales, but a new video initiative by Clear Channel Radio 
might ramp things up. 

Clear Channel is the nation’s largest radio chain 
with stations in 80 U.S. markets. Part of its local sales 
push will involve a video initiative using QuickPro as its 
producer. QuickPro will provide the broadcast giant’s 
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advertisers with 30- or 60-second videos.
Kennedy says Clear Channel has been testing the 

video offering in the Denver market and anticipates it 
will take the program nationwide within six months.

“They test everything in Denver,” he says. “They like 
it because it puts a face to their advertisers’ voice.” 

SpotMixer
The market to produce, distribute and/or enhance 
small-business videos has intensified in recent months, 
as Mixpo, QuickPro Video, Spot Runner, TurnHere and 
others have competed for IYP vendor relationships.  

Now comes Redwood City, California-based 
SpotMixer, which has raised $8 million from Kleiner 
Perkins Caufield & Byers and others. SpotMixer 
provides a combination of production tools and 
distribution capabilities that allow small business to 
easily make videos on an “all you can eat” basis and 
distribute them. 

The service launched in May with a subscription-like 
plan that ranges from $59 to $79 per month, with fees 
declining with longer commitments. Additional link 
fees are up to the media partners.

SpotMixer has been developed on the back of One True 
Media, a consumer-oriented video service launched in 
2005 and aimed at families and young adults. That service, 
which cost $3.99 per month, simplified the process of 
producing a video and sending it to other platforms. It has 
attracted 3 million registrants since launch.

The new service was developed by company founders 
Mark Moore and John Love, who noticed that a number 
of SMBs were piggybacking on the cheap tools to create 
their own videos, and embed them on YouTube, e-mail, 
their own sites, etc. 

Moore and Love speculated that SMBs probably 
needed something a little more “heavyweight.” The 
founders have since been joined by Yahoo! Search 

Marketing veterans Kathleen Farley and Brett Gardner, 
among others. There are 20 people at the company.

A fairly unique aspect of the service is that its 
reseller partners, such as Yellow Pages and city guides, 
can “seed” their sites with generic but category-specific 
videos for each listing, in hopes of upselling them to 
a specific solution. This approach has been tried a few 
times with Web sites, but video is a new frontier.

It’s an attractive offering that is well priced. Its 
success could, however, come down to whether small 
businesses will make their own videos, even with easy-
to-use tools. This is a nascent market for SMBs, and it’s 
yet to be seen what their behavior and proclivities for 
products and pricing will be. 

Another important question that will determine 
the success of the subscription model is whether SMBs 
will want to produce more than one or two videos — 
perhaps including seasonal or holiday specific clips.

And will they develop aggressive media programs on 
their own? This is tied to the question of who owns the 
rights to reuse the video, once produced. This, along 
with pricing, is an important issue with which many 
vendors and IYPs continue to experiment.  

Meanwhile IYPs and other local resellers are being 
pitched fully produced videos and media plans by 
QuickPro, Spot Runner and TurnHere, and a second 
tier of lower priced video enablers, such as Adfare, 
Mixpo and now SpotMixer. 

It will be important for IYPs to work with a variety 
of vendors to maintain creative diversity and a full set of 
price points. There are also matters of capacity as IYPs 
scale up local video sales efforts. Many of these vendors 
will be kept busy over the next 18 to 24 months.

Spot Runner
Founded in 2004, Los Angeles-based Spot Runner 
was one of the pioneers in lowering the barriers for 
businesses of all sizes to advertiser with video. 

Its model has traditionally focused on video creation 
and placement on cable spot advertising, but it is 
slowly shifting its focus to more of a full-service agency 
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approach for its clients. This will include placements 
throughout a variety of online and offline media, 
mostly using video ads. 

“TV is the best option for some. For others, search 
is a better option,” says Spot Runner cofounder David 
Waxman, who previously started Firefly Networks 
in 1995 (creators of Passport, before it was sold to 
Microsoft in 1998) and PeoplePC. 

Advertisers are “increasingly asking for other media,” 
including radio, outdoor and print, he adds. “They are 
clamoring for a full-service offering.”

One of the challenges is the perennial local search 
issue of selling into a fragmented base of SMB 
advertisers. But the company recently alleviated 
this challenge by acquiring a local reseller channel 
in Weblistic. Spot Runner’s 30 local sales offices 
throughout the country will now use the Weblistic 
local ad placement platform. 

The capability gained through this platform will 
bring Spot Runner’s advertisers paid search advertising 
options. This follows the company’s agency ambitions 
as well as the general trend of offering SMBs a one-stop 
shop for various local ad media, including print, online 
and video. 

One of its top sales executive is local sales veteran 
Tim Lambert, who previously worked with Yahoo!, 
HotJobs, Knight Ridder Digital and Pac Bell Yellow 
Pages (although he is currently more focused on 
national sales efforts). But Spot Runner will still need 
to find effective interactive sales professionals, which at 
present are in short supply.

Another challenge will be to differentiate itself among 
the glut of resellers, including Marchex, ReachLocal, 
WebVisible and Yodle. Each claims various advantages 
in software, algorithms and systems, but to the average 
layperson the differences are slight.

The final challenge will be to truly leverage its 

existing relationships. Spot Runner investors include 
CBS and ad agency giant WPP. Moreover, former AOL 
President Bob Pittman sits on its board.

Spot Runner’s local reach was also bolstered by its 
January acquisition of video production network Globe 
Shooter. The deal brings Spot Runner better scalability and 
capability to deploy up to 1,200 professional videographers 
to far-flung locales, and shoot video on-site.

Before acquiring Globe Shooter, Spot Runner’s 
emphasis had been on providing prepackaged, 
localized video production and media planning to 
national advertisers. This includes national firms such 
as Coldwell Banker and LexisNexis that wish to offer 
video production capabilities to their localized firms 
and agents.

With Globe Shooter, Spot Runner adds a higher 
priced, customized video ad offering, similar to 
TurnHere’s decidedly more personalized local video 
ads. TurnHere, incidentally, recently expanded its 
product’s capability toward Spot Runner’s historical 
niche of automated video editing for SMBs.

The clear trend is that video production companies, 
as their services grow in demand, are seeking to 
expand their product lines to include many levels of 
service and price points to increase penetration across 
the SMB marketplace (and national brands looking to 
target locally). 

“In the past, we’ve received requests for creative 
that is more unique to a specific locale,” says Waxman. 
“Demand comes from all sizes of customers. Smaller 
local companies have asked for the capability, while 
some larger businesses who are localizing are doing the 
same thing.”

Spot Runner could enter IYP distribution 
partnerships as it grows (it’s been traditionally rooted 
in cable spot advertising). This would give the company 
a single point of entry to a large and fragmented base 
of SMB advertisers, and allow it to apply its new 
videographer network at greater scale.

And for IYPs, this could be a positive move to bolster 
growing video efforts. For example, legal is a vertical 
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where Spot Runner has made successful inroads (via 
LexisNexis) and also represents a traditional sweet spot 
— and retention goal — for publishers.

One roadblock to IYP relationships, however, is that 
Spot Runner sees itself as more of an agency — with 
its own customer relationships — than a technology 
vendor to publishers.

“Our mission isn’t medium focused. We have a 
tradition and a reputation in television. But our real 
internal focus is advertiser success and whatever we 
can do to provide the right suite of products to make 
their phones ring,” says Waxman. “As we discover other 
vehicles that work, such as video on landing pages or 
videos out in ad networks or submitted to YouTube, 
that’s what we’re going to do.” 

TurnHere
Like well-publicized local video provider Spot Runner, 
TurnHere has begun to address the SMB segment with 
affordable video production and distribution offerings.

TurnHere’s model is slightly different from that of 
Spot Runner. Rather than focusing primarily on stock 
footage that is customized with logos and voice-overs 
into 30-second spots, TurnHere shoots and edits longer-
form videos (up to three minutes) on location. Its price 
is more than double Spot Runner’s $500 fee, but it 
maintains appeal in the local “personality” of its videos. 

“Templated ad producers such as Spot Runner offer 
a terrific complementary service in that they meet a 
completely different need than TurnHere,” says CEO 
Bradley Inman, who founded the company in 2005. 
TurnHere is based in Emeryville, California, with 
offices in New York City.

TurnHere’s on-location capability is enabled by its 
outsourced network of about 2,000 filmmakers who 
shoot short video ads in every major U.S. city and 50 

countries. This approach gives the company a wide 
reach and few capacity restraints.

Customers include hundreds of far-flung local 
merchants as well as national franchisors with local 
assets such as InterContinental Hotels and Discovery 
Communications. The company has also begun to take 
on publisher partners for better distribution potential 
and better sales reach into the SMB marketplace.

Deals with Citysearch last April, Superpages in 
December and Yellowpages.com in January give it a 
much stronger distribution backbone. These publishers 
also clearly boost business levels for TurnHere by 
essentially reselling its video ad service through their 
own local sales channels.

“We see overwhelming demand, and it’s mostly 
coming from people that have a vision and see video 
as transformative, and that’s the type of business we’re 
chasing,” Inman says. “Quite frankly we’re overwhelmed 
with the demand that’s out there. There are a lot of 
people that realize that words and pictures are going to 
be converted to video.”

As business ramps up, TurnHere’s level of outsourcing 
to its network of videographers will likewise expand as 
necessary. This will be assisted by the $7.5 million the 
company received earlier this year from Venrock and 
Hearst Interactive Media. 

But with scaled-up production, there can still be a 
bottleneck in the other parts of the process, such as 
follow-up communication and account management 
for a growing number of SMB advertisers.

For this reason the company recently developed a new 
platform that will let SMBs log on and have access to a 
full dashboard of options for seeing their video when it 
is done, suggesting edits, and working with TurnHere’s 
post-production and account management teams.

“The only way to make it scale is to be templatized,” 
says John McWeeny, TurnHere senior VP of business 
development. “But of course everyone wants 
customization, so you have to create something that 
is both.”

The platform has lots of customization options that 
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let advertisers view their video and then give feedback 
on seven main factors that TurnHere knows to make up 
the bulk of video editing. These include name spellings, 
change of soundtrack or visuals and other things for 
which advertisers can type freeform notes.

The company still has an inbound call center for 
account management, but the thought is that the new 
platform will let it take care of the majority of client 
interaction in a more efficient way. It also brings the 
company closer to the highly automated processes of 
other video vendors such as Spot Runner.

McWeeny compares automating the majority of 
client interaction to how Amazon.com works: “In 
total, I’ve spent over $1,000 at Amazon, but I’ve never 
talked with an Amazon employee.”

In addition, the benefit here involves a more efficient 
follow behind account management system that lets 
the Yellow Pages sales rep focus on making the sale. 
It also importantly lets SMBs that are busy running 
operations deal with their video advertising when it’s 
convenient for them.

“This keeps the concept of low touch alive,” says 
Director of Marketing Morgan Brown. “It’s something 
they can do it at 11 p.m. at night or whenever they have 
the time to do it.”

VideoBloom
Online video producer VideoBloom was launched earlier 
this year by Antoine Toffa, who previously founded Trip.
com (bought by Galileo in 2000 for $326 million and 
eventually rolled up into what is now Orbitz).

The VideoBloom platform can be used by Web 
publishers interested in hosting video content. 
This includes a few different built-in monetization 
techniques, such as ad overlays. 

But unlike other video ad platform providers such 
as Brightcove, VideoBloom doesn’t require users to 
join its ad network. The company rather wishes to be a 
technology provider, unaligned with an ad network, so 
its addressable market is broader.

“We don’t place the ads,” says Toffa. “People want 

video to work, and they want it to work simply. And 
they want to be able to switch potential providers 
of those [ad] networks. We’re focused on ways to 
produce, track, distribute and monetize commercial 
online video.”

Local fits into this equation in the Denver-based 
company’s plans to video enable marketplaces and 
vertical directories in local areas that are conducive 
to the medium, including real estate, autos and travel. 
Yellow Pages publishers are also a key target market, 
according to Toffa, who attended the Yellow Pages 
Association’s recent conference in Las Vegas to sniff out 
opportunities in the space.

VideoBloom joins a growing number of video 
providers that see the opportunity with IYPs and 
local search sites. So far TurnHere has had the most 
success cracking this nut because its documentary-style 
video has gained IYP confidence in salability to local 
advertisers. But many other formats will fill out this 
SMB market.

VideoBloom has also taken a look at the online 
video opportunity by tracking an index of companies 
that have integrated online video ads. Ninety-three 
percent have video somewhere on their Web site, while 
13 percent have it on the home page and 7 percent 
don’t have any video.

“Like a lot of other technologies, online video has 
started with large companies, but then there is a lag 
before it reaches smaller companies,” said Toffa.

This trickle-down effect indicates the opportunity 
still to come for SMB video advertising. This will 
continue to happen as a result of broadband penetration, 
cultural shifts around things such as YouTube, and a 
developing online video ecosystem.

IYPs are also a big part of this shift, and by extension 
SMBs are more directly offered something that has 
traditionally been out of their grasp. ILM
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